Support for object-based accounts of visual attention has been drawn from several different types of effect. One effect is found when observers try to restrict their attention to a particular region of a display. Other regions belonging to the same object are often selected as well, suggesting that attention spreads spatially over entire objects. Another effect is found when judging two visual attributes; performance is often less efficient when the attributes belong to separate objects rather than both belonging to a single object. This latter effect has been taken to imply that only one segmented object can be attended at a time. However, it may instead merely be a variant of the first effect. If, as we assume here, attention spreads to task-irrelevant regions of relevant objects, it will encompass a larger spatial region and more information when judging attributes of two objects rather than one. Here we compared judging one versus two objects, while manipulating whether the two objects occupied a wider extent than the single object condition (as in previous work), or not. Costs were found for judging two objects versus one only when together they occupied a wider spatial extent. We conclude that reported difficulties in attending two objects may be due to attention spreading across the entire spatial extent of objects when judging their parts, rather than a fixed inability to process more than object at a time.
Introduction
Our retinae may be stimulated by myriad object-images at any moment, but many of these will be irrelevant to us. The human visual system incorporates mechanisms of visual attention that restrict awareness and select only some objects for the control of action (e.g. Duncan, 1984) . Visual attention has often been likened to a spotlight or zoom lens preferentially 'highlighting' an approximately circular region of the visual field relative to unattended regions (e.g. Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) . However, more recent work has indicated that object-segmentation processes can constrain how attention is spatially allocated to a given stimulus (e.g. Duncan, 1984; Egly, Driver & Rafal, 1994; Lavie & Driver, 1996; Behrmann, Zemel & Mozer, 1998; Watson & Kramer, 1999) . Indeed, several authors have suggested (and we conclude here) that visual attention is 'object-based', selecting between competing objectrepresentations rather than contiguous regions of space (Duncan, 1984; Kanwisher & Driver, 1992; Duncan, Humphreys & Ward, 1997) .
Some of the most compelling evidence for objectbased visual attention has arisen from two basic methods: cueing paradigms, and divided-attention paradigms. Our brief review is restricted to these two methods. Cueing paradigms encourage observers to direct attention to a specific region of visual space, or to one region of a particular visual object (e.g. Posner, 1980) . Much recent work with the spatial cueing method has suggested that when attention is cued to one region of a visual object, attention will spread to select the whole of that object, including regions that may be irrelevant to the current task. To illustrate, consider the paradigm employed by Egly et al. (1994) . Fig. 1A schematises a typical trial from their experiments. First, two identical rectangles were presented (Fig. 1A, frame 1 ). These could be two horizontal or two vertical rectangles on any given trial, and were always presented such that the ends of the two rectangles lay at the corners of an imaginary square centred at fixation. Next attention was 'cued', by means of a small luminance change, to one end of one rectangle (Fig.  1A , frame 2), before presentation of a target square for detection (see frame 3). This target was most likely at the cued location, but the crucial comparison was with trials where targets appeared at other locations. Fig. 1A illustrates one such trial, in which the target in frame 3 does not appear at the location that was cued in frame 2, but instead appears at the other end of the same rectangle. On other equiprobable trials, instead of appearing at the opposite end of the same object as the cue, the target appeared at the closest end of the other object (e.g. at the bottom left for frame 3 of Fig. 1A ). Note that the distance between cue and subsequent target is equated for these two equiprobable 'conditions; all that differed was whether the cue and target appeared on the same object or on two separate objects. Egly et al. found that targets appearing at uncued locations were detected quicker on the cued object, a result which has since been replicated numerous times. Note that this effect arose despite the fact that the objects (the two rectangles) were entirely irrelevant to the observers prescribed task. Egly et al. concluded that when attention is directed to one part of a segmented object, it automatically spreads to other parts of that object, even those which are irrelevant to the current task (see also Baylis & Driver, 1993; Driver & Baylis, 1998) .
The other paradigm we shall consider is the 'dividedattention' method, where observers must judge or compare two attributes. Numerous studies have reported (e.g. see Duncan, 1984; Lavie & Driver, 1996) that such judgements may be less efficient when the two attributes belong to separate objects rather than to a single, common object, even when the spatial separation of the attributes themselves is either held constant, or is set against a single-object advantage. Watson and Kramer (1999) provide a recent example that illustrates this general finding. Observers determined whether or not two target features were both present, in displays comprising two spanner-like objects (see Fig. 1B ). The two target features were an opening at the end of an object (Fig. 1B, top-right) and a bend at the end of an object (Fig. 1B, top-left) . Unpredictably, the target-features either both pertained to the same object (as shown in Fig. 1B ) or each belonged a separate object (e.g. the bend might instead be in at the right end of the lower object in Fig. 1B) . The spatial separation of the two target features, when both present, was equivalent for the common-object and separate-objects conditions (just as for the targets at unexpected locations in Egly et al.'s 1994 cueing study). However, performance was quicker and more accurate in the common-object case, as in many previous divided-attention studies (cf. Duncan, 1984; Lavie & Driver, 1996) . This apparent difficulty in judging two attributes when belonging to separate objects rather than a common object has been taken as further evidence for object-based models of visual attention, and in particular is held to show a difficulty in attending to more than one object at once (e.g. Duncan, 1984) . Such findings seem broadly consistent with the cueing evidence which also supports object-based visual attention (e.g. Egly et al., 1994) . However, we argue that precisely because of this consistency, the precise causes of the apparent difficulty in attending more than one object remains unclear. Once it is acknowledged that attention tends to spread from the task-rele6ant parts of objects to their task-irrele6ant parts, as the cueing studies imply, then keeping just the spatial separation of the rele6ant attributes constant when comparing single-object and two-object judgements may not be sufficient to ensure that the attended area is held constant. Indeed, we suggest that difficulties in attending to two objects may in fact not be due to the number of attended objects per se. Rather, they may arise because the two objects together constitute roughly twice as much attended information as, and occupy a larger spatial area than, the single relevant object.
Previous studies of two-object costs have almost exclusively employed displays of two objects that are roughly equal in size and complexity, as for the examples in Fig. 1 . In such displays, the two objects together will comprise approximately twice the overall surface area of one object alone, in terms of the screen pixels that make up the object(s). Similarly, the overall 'complexity' of attended information, although harder to quantify exactly, will presumably be greater for cases Egly et al.'s (1994) cueing experiment. The cue appears at top left in frame 2, and a target at the uncued end of the cued object appears at top right in frame 3. (B) Example display from Watson and Kramer (1999) . Here the two target features (opening, and bend) belong to the same (upper) object, but they were equally likely to each belong to a separate object. objects will always be harder than attending one (e.g. Duncan, 1984; Lavie & Driver, 1996) . It may be that if total surface area and complexity (for both task relevant and task-irrelevant information) were held more constant between one-and two-object conditions, then no two-object costs would be found. Such a finding would suggest that other factors being equal, two objects may be as easily attended as one object. Conversely, if principle 2 above (number of objects) really is a separate point to principle 1 (spreading of attention from relevant to irrelevant parts of an object), then a cost when attending to two objects rather than one should still be found even when all factors other than the numerosity of objects are held constant.
To test whether the number of attended objects, or overall complexity/area instead, is responsible for apparent two-object costs, our first study used displays adapted from Watson and Kramer (1999) . These were devised so that we could compare attention to a single large object ( Fig. 2A) Figs. 2A and B ). Now the single object comprised at least as much sensory information (probably more) as the two objects together, in terms of spatial extent, etc. If the large single object were nonetheless more easily attended than the two small objects, this would provide convincing evidence that two-object costs can arise independently of the amount of information in one-versus two-object displays. Conversely, if no two-object cost were found with the new comparison, this would suggest that many previously reported two-object costs may in fact have resulted from the overall amount of attended information in the one-versus two-object conditions, rather than the number of attended objects per se.
In addition to the comparison of one-large-object versus two-small-objects, our first study also compared two conditions that both arose within two-object displays, to provide a measure of any two-object cost analogous to those used in many previous studies. This latter comparison concerned only the two-small-object displays; target features could both appeared within one-small-object in a two-small-objects display (e.g. Fig. 2B ), or could pertain to two different small objects in similar displays (e.g. Fig. 2C ); note that this is the conventional comparison for measuring two-object costs (e.g. Watson & Kramer, 1999) . In this case, the two conditions differ, both in the number of objects with target features, and also the total surface area etc of the object(s) which possess those features. We expected this latter comparison to replicate Watson and Kramer's (1998) findings, showing improved performance in the one-small object case, relative to the two-small-objects condition. Indeed, it was important where the task-relevant information belongs to two separate attended objects versus one attended object, once it is granted that attention spreads from task-relevant parts of objects to include their task-irrelevant parts also. For instance, suppose that the observer's attention is attracted to the upper object in Fig. 1B , due to the salient and task-relevant 'bend' at top-left. According to the principle of object-based attentional spreading (Egly et al., 1994) , attention should then spread to encompass all of the upper object. In the same-object condition, the other target-attribute (the opening, at top-right in Fig. 1B ), is part of the same object, so the proposed attentional state would be ideal for task performance. By contrast, in the different-objects condition the observer must also attend to the other object to find the opening. They may therefore need to attend only half as much information in the same-object condition as compared with the differentobject conditions.
In sum, past work on object-based visual attention has suggested two principles: (1) Attention tends to spread from task-relevant parts of an object to task-irrelevant parts of that same object; and (2) judgements involving two objects are harder than comparable judgements involving only one. However, the above argument suggests that the first principle on its own may generate the pattern of results that has been taken to support the second principle. Note that this novel criticism does not threaten the central tenet of objectbased accounts, that attention selects segmented objects rather than unsegmented regions of contiguous space. On the contrary, it is precisely because attention selects objects that such a criticism can apply. However, it does threaten the widely held assumption attending two that this standard comparison should reveal an apparent 'two-object cost', to allow interpretation of our novel comparison. A replication of the Kramer and Watson findings using their (standard) comparison, would provide convincing evidence that the appropriate displays (e.g. Figs. 2B and C) were indeed treated by our observers as comprising two separate objects, thus validating our comparison of the two-object conditions with the novel one-large-object condition ( Fig. 2A) .
To summarise, we expected to find the following patterns of results in our first study. First, we expected that, within the two-small-object displays, pairs of target-features pertaining to the same object (as in Fig.  2B ) should be more efficiently judged than pairs belonging to two separate objects (as in Fig. 2C ), replicating Watson and Kramer's findings. Second, we expected either of two possible results when singlelarge-object displays ( Fig. 2A) were compared to the other displays comprising two small objects. If previously reported two-object costs are due to a difficulty in attending to two objects per se (i.e. due to numerosity rather than combined area and/or complexity) then the one-large-object condition should be more easily judged than the two-small-objects. Conversely, if previously reported two-object costs simply reflect the greater amount of sensory information that becomes attended in two-object conditions, then we would expect that the two-small objects condition should be judged at least as efficiently as the one-large-object condition.
Experiment 1: one large object versus two small objects
Our first study was closely modelled on Watson and Kramer (1999, experiment 1), employing a similar task and stimuli. The novel feature was the additional comparison of the two target features appearing on one large object versus two small objects.
Method

Obser6ers
Fourteen participants from the Department Subject Panel were recruited. Ten were female and four male, their ages ranging from 18 to 38 years, with a mean of 24 years. Each was paid £5.
Displays
The stimuli were presented on a Sony 17¦ screen with a Power Macintosh G3 computer running 'Vscope' experiment-generator software (Enns & Rensink, 1992) . Fig. 2A illustrates a typical display in the one-large-object condition, while Figs. 2B and C illustrate typical two-small-object displays. These figures are drawn to scale: the actual stimuli measured 10 cm vertically, subtending approximately 8°of retinal angle at the viewing distance of 60 cm. From this dimension, all other stimulus dimensions can be calculated given the scaled figure. A feedback symbol (+ or − ) immediately followed each response, appearing centrally and subtending 0.5°of retinal angle.
2.1.3. Procedure  Fig. 3 illustrates the sequence of displays in a typical trial. At the beginning of each trial, the object(s) were initially presented for 1 s with four small masking 'covers' drawn over the four possible target-feature locations (see Figs. 2D-F for the three possible displays that began each trial). This initial presentation was completely uninformative as to the likely location of the target features, but allowed ample time for the object(s) to be segmented, and for any cueing or alerting effects of the display-onset to dissipate before the target-features were revealed. The potential target features were then revealed for only 224 ms, to preclude observers from making saccades to one of the features, before the four small covers were redrawn. Target features were either (i) an opening in one of the four circle elements in the displays (see Fig. 2G for an enlargement) or (ii) a distortion in the circle's shape (see Fig. 2H for an enlargement). Observers were required to press one key on a computer keyboard as rapidly as possible when both of these features were present (50% of all trials). Another key was to be pressed as rapidly as possible when only one of the features was present (25% of all trials) or when two exemplars of the same (e.g. Fig. 2B ), versus on different objects (e.g. Fig. 2C) . A one-way within-subject ANOVA found that RTs were significantly faster in the former condition (650 vs. 666 ms, F(1,13)=4.69, PB 0.05). The error rates were also numerically less (1.0 vs. 1.8%), but this did not reach significance (F(1,13)= 1.35, ns) This better performance when both target features pertained to one small object, relative to when they pertained to two different small objects, replicates the findings of Watson and Kramer (1999) , and many other previous dividedattention studies (e.g. Duncan, 1984; Lavie & Driver, 1996) . It indicates that observers did indeed treat our two-object displays as comprising two distinct objects. However, as discussed in Section 1, in common with all previous two-object costs, thus result is subject to an ambiguity in interpretation, over whether it is really the number of objects with target features that produces this effect, or instead their combined spatial extent and/or complexity when compared with a single small object.
This issue can be resolved by our novel comparison of the two-small-object conditions against the onelarge-object condition. Fig. 4A shows the intersubject mean of median RTs (error rates in parentheses) for these two conditions, separately for trials where both target features were present or not. The RT data were analysed using a two-way within-subjects ANOVA (number of objects× features present), that yielded no main effect of one-large object versus two-small objects (F(1,13)= 0.84, ns), no main effect of features-present versus absent (F(1,13)=1.24, ns) and no interaction (F(1,13)= 0.18, ns). Planned comparisons yielded no significant RT differences between two-versus one-object conditions for either features-present or featuresabsent (all FsB1.6), indicating that no reliable advantage for one-large-object trials over two-small-object trials was found. Although there was a slight, but inconsistent, trend for somewhat faster RTs with one large object, it was offset by a numerical trend for more errors in this condition, especially on features-present trials. However, a two-way ANOVA of equivalent design on the error-rates yielded no significant terms, and in particular no main effect of one-versus two-objects (F(1,13)=0.41, ns) nor any interaction (F(1,13)= 0.38, ns). No significant terms arose within the planned comparisons (all P\ 0.29).
When RT and error-rates trend somewhat against each other, as here, efficiency measures can provide a means of comparing the overall level of performance between conditions, by combining RTs and error scores (Townsend & Ashby, 1983) . The conventional measure of inverse-efficiency is given dividing RT with percent accuracy, and we converted our data to inverse efficiency data by this formula for further analysis. Fig. 4B graphs these inverse-efficiency data using the same format for conditions as in Fig. 4A . These efficiency data feature were displayed (25%). Target features were equally likely to appear at any of the four possible locations where circular elements appeared; the nontarget features were always perfect circles. Single-largeobject displays comprised half the trials, and two-small-object displays the other half. Of the twosmall-object trials, in half of those trials two horizontal objects were presented (Fig. 2B) , and in the other half, two vertical objects were presented (Fig. 2C) . Twosmall-object displays were equally likely to have two target features in the same object (Fig. 2B ) or in different objects (Fig. 2C) , regardless of whether the objects were vertical or horizontal. The order in which different trial-types were presented was randomised. Each observer viewed ten blocks of 60 trials, the first half of these blocks were treated as practice.
Observers were instructed to focus their gaze at the centre of the screen at the start of each trial. When the target features were revealed, they had to press the correct button as quickly and accurately as possible. Following each response, a feedback symbol was presented for 600 ms in each trial (+ for correct, − for incorrect). Median RT and percent errors were calculated separately for one-large-object versus two-smallobject displays, and for trials where both-features were present versus not-present. Additionally the two-smallobject-display data was divided, with target features on one-small-object versus two-small-objects being analysed separately.
Results and discussion
We first contrasted two-object-displays when the two target features were both present on the same object were analysed in a within-subject two-way ANOVA which yielded no hint of any advantage for one-largeobject over two-small object displays (F(1,13) = 0.21, ns) and no other main effect or interactions (Fs B 0.5). Planned comparisons similarly yielded no advantage for any one-large-object condition that approached significance (all Fs B0.3).
To summarise, experiment 1 yielded two clear results. First, we replicated Watson and Kramer (1999) within the two-small-object displays, finding better performance when the two target features belonged to the same small object, rather than two different small objects. As noted earlier, such a finding has conventionally been taken as evidence for a difficulty in attending to more than one object at a time. However, it might instead be attributed to the common-object condition inducing attention to a smaller spatial area and/or a less complex stimulus than the two objects combined. Our novel comparison of target features belonging to one-large-object versus two-small-objects revealed no detectable difference, suggesting that two-objects may be attended as readily as one when spatial extent and/or complexity no longer favours the single-object condition.
When taken together, our two findings suggest that object-based limitations on visual attention may reflect only the first of the two principles described earlier (i.e. attention spreads to irrelevant parts of relevant objects). The second principle (i.e. two objects are harder to attend than one) may, in contrast, be a trivial consequence of the first principle applying to displays where the spatial extent and/or complexity of the twoobject displays exceeds that of single-object displays. However, at least three objections can be raised against our initial experiment.
First, in contrast to previous studies, our single-largeobject displays now arguably comprised considerably more information (in terms of filled spatial extent, and/or complexity) than our two small objects. It might therefore be argued that a true two-object cost, due only to the number of relevant objects, might have arisen in our study, but was obscured because the two-object conditions now benefited from their smaller overall surface area, etc., relative to the one large object. Our second study therefore compared one large object against two small objects that were more closely matched in terms of total surface area, etc.
The second objection that might be raised concerns the sensory information appearing in the region that lies between two target features. This potential problem is often overlooked in studies of object-based visual attention, but luminance-edges located directly between two target features might be detrimental to their perception. To illustrate how this might affect our interpretation of apparent two-object costs, consider the two-object displays in the Watson and Kramer (1999) study, and in our initial experiment (Figs. 2B and C). In these displays, two luminance edges are located between target features from two-different objects (Fig. 2C ), but none between target features of a single object (Fig.  2B) . Any apparent two-object costs from this comparison might therefore reflect the deleterious effects of intervening edges, rather than the number of attended objects or their spatial extent. Our second study employed stimuli for which this criticism cannot apply.
The third objection to our initial study is that observers may conceivably have serially searched through every one of the four possible locations for the target features. This seems implausible since the target features were relatively easy to distinguish from the fullcircle elements that might have been searched through. Moreover, on its own this suggestion does not explain the apparent 'two-object cost' than we found within the two-small-object displays, in replication of Watson and Kramer (1999) . However, any strategy of searching serially through all four possible target-feature locations could potentially have overridden any two-object costs that would otherwise have been apparent in comparison with the one-large-object condition. Our next study therefore presented only two salient features in each display, with no irrelevant features located at other possible target-feature locations.
Experiment 2: similar surface areas
The second study employed displays in which the two-small-object versus one-large-object displays were more closely matched in terms of overall surface area. Figs. 5A and B illustrate typical one-large-object and two-small-object displays, respectively; note that the other (e.g. Fig. 5B ), two luminance gradients were presented in both one-large-object and two-small-object conditions. RT and error data were therefore collected separately from horizontally-versus vertically-displaced features.
For the two-small-object displays (e.g. Fig. 5B ) vertically displaced target features each belong to a different object (as shown in the figure), whereas horizontally displaced target features (not shown in Fig. 5B , but equally probable) pertained to a single-small object (i.e. the upper or lower bar). The two possibilities can each be compared to analogous conditions from the singlelarge-object displays. That is, horizontally-displaced targets in two-small-object displays can be compared to equivalent horizontally-displaced targets within the single-large-object displays; an analogous comparison can be drawn for the vertically-displaced targets in each display-type. Any conventional two-object cost (where the number of objects to which the two target features belong is confounded with the spatial extent and/or complexity of the associated object(s)) should be apparent as a cost for vertically-displaced targets versus horizontally-displaced targets that is found only for the two-small-object displays (as in Fig. 5A ), not the onelarge-object displays.
Note that the displays were presented only in their illustrated orientations for this study (see Figs. 5A,B,E-H). This was because pilot observations indicated that when two-object displays were constructed with one object on the left and one on the right, the gap between those objects was seen as symmetrical around its major axis, the vertical axis. This symmetry caused the white gap to be seen as a vase-like single figure, and the dark objects to become ground, which was undesirable given the importance of controlling the number of figural objects seen.
Method
Obser6ers
Ten new participants from the Department Subject Panel were recruited. Six were female and four male, their ages ranging from 21 to 30 years, with a mean of 24 years. Each was paid £5.
Displays and procedure
The equipment was as for experiment 1. Fig. 6 schematises the sequence of displays in a typical trial. At the beginning of each trial, solid smooth objects (i.e. with no 'notches') were initially presented for 1 s (see Figs. 5E and F for the two equiprobable possibilities, representing the one-large-object and two-small-object conditions, respectively). The target features (notches) were then presented for only 224 ms to preclude saccades towards them; four small masks each comprising a combination of the possible notches then covered all two display types differ only in terms of the small connecting section at the centre of the display in Fig.  5A . In every display, two salient 'notches' were present in the otherwise smooth contour of the shapes. The task was to determine whether these two 'notches' were the same or different in shape; each notch was either triangular (see enlargement in Fig. 5C ) or square (see enlargement in Fig. 5D ). Whenever one notch was removed from a vertical edge, the other notch was removed from a horizontal edge, precluding any differences in symmetry between the various conditions (see Figs. 5A and B for examples). If, once again, no two-object cost was apparent for displays with two small objects (Fig. 5B) versus one large object (Fig.  5A ), this would suggest that attending two objects is no harder than one when other factors (spatial extent, etc.) do not favour the single object condition. Conversely, if a clear two-object cost were now found, this would provide the first evidence that two-object costs can arise independently of the total surface areas, and so on, of the attended objects.
A further aspect of this second study was that the number of edges intervening directly between possible target-feature locations was now equivalent in the oneversus two-object displays. Between target features that were horizontally separated (i.e. both near the top or both near the bottom of the display; see Fig. 5A ), no luminance gradients were present in either the onelarge-object or two-small-object conditions. Between target features that were vertically displaced from each the possible notch locations until response (See Figs.  5G and H) . Observers pressed one key on a computer keyboard when the two notches had the same shape (i.e. both triangular, or both rectangular) and another key when the notches had different shapes, which was equally likely. Target features were equally likely to appear at any of the four possible 'corner' locations. Single-large-object displays comprised half the trials, and two-small-object displays the other half. The order in which different trial-types were presented was randomised. Each observer viewed ten blocks of 60 trials, the first four of which were excluded as practice.
During the initial displays in which no target features were presented, observers were instructed to focus their gaze at the centre of the screen. When the target features were revealed, observers had to press the correct button as quickly and accurately as possible, to indicate whether the two notches were the same or different in shape. Following each response, a feedback symbol was as before. Median RT and percent errors data were calculated separately for one-large-object versus two-small-object displays, and for horizontally-versus vertically-displaced features. Note the only features which belong to separate objects are vertically-separated features for the two-small-object displays only (see Fig. 5B for an example).
Results and discussion
Fig . 7A graphs the intersubject means of median RTs (with error rates in parentheses) for the one-large-object and two-small-object conditions (filled symbols/solid lines versus open symbols/dashed lines respectively), separately for horizontally-versus vertically-displaced targets. Inspection of Fig. 7A suggests that RTs and errors are roughly equivalent overall in the one-largeobject versus two-small-objects displays. However, the RTs suggest different patterns within these displaytypes, with horizontally-displaced targets being detected faster than vertical targets for the two-small object displays only.
The RT data were analysed using a two-way withinsubjects ANOVA (number of objects× horizontal/vertical target displacement) that yielded no main effect of one-large object versus two-small objects (F(1,9)= 0.06, ns) indicating that no two-object cost had arisen in this comparison. There was no main effect of horizontallyversus vertically-displaced targets (F(1,9)= 0.23, ns) Crucially, however, these two factors interacted significantly (F(1,9)=13.82, P B 0.005). Planned comparisons revealed the source of this interaction. For two-small-object displays, horizontally-displaced targets (both of which pertained to the same small object) were detected faster than vertically displaced targets (which pertained to two different small objects; 587 versus 600 ms, respectively), F(1,9)= 12.80, P= 0.006. This effect points to a reliable RT advantage for features that pertained to a single small object over features that pertained to two different small objects; in other words, the standard two-object cost found for the comparison where spatial extent etc is not equated, that is between the two small objects combined, versus a single one of those two small objects.
This apparent two-object cost could not be ascribed simply to the vertical versus horizontal displacement of features per se, nor to the number of luminance discontinuities located directly between the target features in those conditions. Both of these accounts would predict a similar cost for vertically-over horizontally-displaced targets in the one-large-object displays. However, such a cost did not arise within the one-large-object displays, thus producing the interaction. RTs for horizontallydisplaced targets were numerically but non-significantly slower than for vertically-displaced targets within the one-large-object displays (587 versus 600 ms, respectively; F(1,9)= 2.83, ns).
Identical analyses were carried out on the error rate data, but failed to yield any significant main effects, interactions or planned comparisons (all FsB 0.7). These same analyses were also applied to the inverse efficiency scores for each condition, as for experiment 1, with the overall patterns of results mirroring those of the RT data (see Fig. 7B ). A two-way within-subjects ANOVA yielded no main effect of one-large-object versus two-small-objects displays (F(1,9)= 1.06, ns), with two-object conditions being numerically more efficient, indicating that no two-object cost was present for this comparison. In addition there was no main effect of horizontally-versus vertically-displaced targets (F (1,9) =0.28, ns) . Again, however, these two factors exhibited a significant interaction (F(1,9) = 10.2, P = 0.01). Planned comparisons again showed that this interaction was due to greater efficiency in detecting horizontally-displaced targets than vertically-displaced ones in the two-small-objects displays (F(1,9) = 9.79, P = 0.01), but with a nonsignificant trend for the reverse pattern in one-large-object displays (F(1,9) = 1.92, ns). These results point to a significant efficiency benefit within the two-small-objects displays for features that pertained to a single small object rather than to two separate small objects. As for the RT data, this advantage could not be ascribed to any other differences between these two conditions (i.e. vertical versus horizontal displacement of target features, or number of directly intervening luminance discontinuities), since these should also hold for the one-large-object displays.
The finding of an apparent 'two-object cost' within the two-small-object displays provides evidence that our observers did indeed treat the two-small-objects displays as comprising two separate objects rather than a single Gestalt. Moreover, the fact that the difference between vertically-and horizontally-displaced targets disappeared for the one-large-object conditions confirms that these displays were indeed seen as a single object, due to the central connecting region (see Fig.  5A ). This in turn validates our novel comparison of the one-large-object versus two-small-object conditions, in terms of a differening number of objects; but we again found no two-object cost for this comparison, indicating that the two-small-object displays were as efficiently attended as the one-large-object displays, when factors such as spatial extent and complexity no longer favoured the single-object conditions.
General discussion
Our introduction reviewed previous support for 'object-based' models of attention from two very different paradigms; spatial cueing (e.g. Egly et al., 1994) and 'divided attention' judgements of two target attributes (e.g. Duncan, 1984; Watson & Kramer, 1999) . We concluded that previous evidence generally supports 'object-based' accounts of visual attention, showing that attention tends to spread to irrelevant parts of relevant segmented objects. However, past demonstrations that one object may be more easily attended than two objects are more equivocal, as to date they might all be explained by the attention-spreading principle instead. That is, while previous evidence certainly does suggest that attention selects between competing 'objects' or 'packages of information' yielded by objectsegmentation processes at early stages of vision (Duncan 1984; Egly et al., 1994) , such a conclusion does not logically entail that one object will always be more easily attended than two objects. We propose here that previous data are ambiguous with regard to this latter issue.
In previous studies of two-object costs (e.g. Watson & Kramer, 1999 , and many others), each object in the one-object and two-object conditions has been of similar shape and size, such that the two objects together typically constitute roughly twice the overall surface area and 'complexity' as the single object. Therefore, when observers were attending to two objects in those studies, they may have been attending to double the surface area and complexity of sensory information as compared to single object conditions, especially when one considers the principle that attention tends to spread to irrelevant parts of relevant objects. It follows that any performance costs in such studies associated with attending two objects rather than one, might either arise from the number of attended objects in a given condition, or alternatively result from the overall amount of information and spatial area to be attended.
The primary aim of the current studies was to examine whether the number of attended objects per se can influence the efficacy of attention in one-versus two object-displays. These new experiments employed displays of either one large object or two small objects, where the overall attended surface area and complexity of the two-small-object displays were no longer any greater than those of the one-large-object conditions. The effects of attending to one versus two objects could therefore be examined when factors other than numerosity no longer favoured the single object condition. Under these novel conditions, no two-object costs were found, suggesting that when other display variables are equated, two objects may be as easily attended as one.
One possible objection to our novel comparison might be that our two-small-object displays were somehow perceived as forming a single Gestalt (perhaps due to the intermingling with one-large-object displays), thus invalidating our comparison of one versus two objects. However, in each study, we included a further standard comparison of two conditions within the twoobject displays that effectively ruled out this criticism. In each study we found that when two target features pertained to a single small object within the displays, these features could be judged more efficiently than equivalent features pertaining to two separate small objects. This aspect of our results therefore replicates previous studies of two-object costs (e.g. Watson & Kramer, 1999) , using the same comparison that they have traditionally employed. As discussed above, these effects would only be expected if observers had indeed perceived the critical displays as comprising two-separate objects.
Our results suggest that two objects may, in principle, be attended as efficiently as one object, provided other factors are equated between the two conditions. In many situations, as in most previous experiments, two objects are likely to occupy a wider spatial extent when considered together, and to contain more visual information, than a comparable single object. This means that attending to one object may often be easier than attending two, simply because less visual information is involved. However, the findings reported here suggest that any such limitation reflects the tendency for attention to spread to irrelevant parts of relevant objects, leading to more information being attended in two-object conditions, rather than a limit on the number of objects that can be attended which is so extreme that only one object can be attended at a time. Moreover, such a numerical limit of only one attended object seems implausible for normal vision on other grounds. First, as Humphreys (1998) has recently suggested, inter-object relations may often be important for guiding action (e.g. walking between two objects). Second, people who do exhibit a one-object limit are typically diagnosed as suffering from 'simultanagnosia', which is commonly seen after bilateral parietal lesions (Rafal, 1997) . While there may be some upper limit on the absolute number of visual objects that can be attended by normal observers, findings from other methods suggest that any such limit is more likely to fall in range of four to five objects, rather than only one (see Pylyshyn, 1989) . Further research could adapt the procedures described here, to examine whether the four-object limit proposed by Pylyshn's FINST theory does restrict performance in similar paradigms.
The present findings are consistent with many previous observations on object-based attention, in replicating the two-object cost as traditionally defined. However, our inclusion of novel conditions (comparing one large object to two small objects) challenges one of the most widespread assumptions within the field, namely that only one object may be attended at a time (c.f. Duncan, 1984; Watson & Kramer, 1999) . We suggest that object-based models of visual attention are correct in proposing that attention spreads across irrelevant parts of relevant objects; but are incorrect in supposing that only a single object may be attended at a time.
